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About This Content

Special forces and special operations forces are military units trained to conduct special operations.

Special forces emerged in the early 20th century, with a significant growth in the field during the Second World War, when
"every major army involved in the fighting" created formations devoted to special operations behind enemy lines

In mid-1942, Major-General Lucian Truscott of the U.S. Army, a liaison officer with the British General Staff submitted a
proposal to General George Marshall that an American unit be set up "along the lines of the British Commandos", resulting in

the formation of the United States Army Rangers.
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this game is abandoned in a broken state, while the development team has moved on to create Battlerush 2. soon there will be
nobody to play original Battlerush with, so it is hard to recommend buying DLC for a buggy unfinished dead game that feels
entirely like a cheap cash grab.

if the Devs had some meaningful reasons to abruptly stop working on Battlerush i really wish they would have communicated
this to us and been upfront about moving on to work on a 2nd edition. People would have bought DLC for the dead version of
this game generally, had they been informed.. Cool uniforms, and decent loadouts.. Cool uniforms, and decent loadouts.. this
game is abandoned in a broken state, while the development team has moved on to create Battlerush 2. soon there will be
nobody to play original Battlerush with, so it is hard to recommend buying DLC for a buggy unfinished dead game that feels
entirely like a cheap cash grab.
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